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To the Honourable members of the Victorian Parliamentary Select Committee; Fire Services Reform,
I have been a CFA member in both Volunteer and Career staff positions since the age of 16
when I joined CFA in 1997. My time in CFA has seen me included in the following Brigades; Plenty,
Diamond Creek, Bendigo, Craigieburn and Sunbury. Although I have worked at most of CFA’s 35
integrated locations in some capacity.
I currently hold the position of Operations Officer District 14 which encompasses a large part
of Outer Metropolitan Melbourne from Warrandyte to Werribee. My role includes; Officer in Charge
of Craigieburn Brigade and the Catchment Officer of Whittlesea, Doreen and Mernda Brigades. All
areas significantly affected by Melbourne’s growth.
As an experienced and senior member of CFA I have observed many differences in culture,
operational performance and capability across Victoria. One thing is clear; the dedication of Staff
and Volunteers is remarkable. I have witnessed our organisation continue to operate, as it always
has within a changing Victoria. Unfortunately for CFA, the vast urban growth has been continuing at
an ever expanding rate which is proving difficult to service. I have observed and assisted Volunteer
Brigades who are struggling to keep up with training, call rates and community education initiatives.
The weight of community expectation is simply becoming too much in certain areas.
My time in CFA has been tumultuous; I have met many passionate community minded
people and shared the great satisfaction of assisting those in need on countless occasions. I have
worked at the now closed Fiskville Training College for a period of 2 years. I am a trainer and
assessor of Staff and Volunteers and interact with both daily. The vast majority of those I interact
with require this reform.
Presumptive Cancer Legislation – The benefits of the proposed bill for cancer rights for
Victorian Fire fighters are the best within Australia. For those who are unfortunate to suffer from
cancer, the benefits of assistance to fight this disease, allow them to concentrate on treatment
without the fight for compensation as it has been in the past. The presumption of the causation of
the illness being their exposure whilst defending Victorians is a long overdue requirement of all
Victorian Fire fighters. The discussion from representative bodies separating the requirements for
Volunteer and Staff are misleading. Simply, the legislation ensures that only ‘operational’ Fire
fighters are covered under certain criteria. This criteria is fair by ensuring the process is reserved for
those who really need it under those circumstances. All the volunteers and Staff I have spoken to on
this issue share my view and support its implementation.
Investment in CFA – The State Government’s announced investment of $100 million in CFA,
as a Volunteer only organisation returns CFA’s focus to Volunteers. This decision allows CFA to
forego the uncertainty of Enterprise Bargaining Disputes every 3 years and focus its energy on
training and supporting our Volunteers through investment. I have witnessed throughout numerous
disputes the damage caused to relationships, Brigades and our organisation by those with external
political agendas. Supporting this reform will allow both Volunteers and Staff to return to protecting
their communities without this unnecessary damaging interruption every 3 years.

